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Dance – The National Ballet of China costumes exhibited in Paris – By Dominique Frétard.
The costumier (wardrobe master) Jérôme Kaplan shows the back office of the ballet “Raise
the red lantern”.
Who could seriously expect that a wife (who was, needless to say, neglected) could possibly bear
wearing the same clothes as a concubine whom she had been forced to put up with ? Curiously, it
was the French costume designer Jérôme Kaplan who was given the daunting task of solving this
Chinese sartorial challenge. He ended up being the only westerner, already in Beijing in 2001, to
become mingled with the “Raise the red lantern” making of secrets, overheating the entire team of
the national ballet of China.
With great shrewdness, the director of the ballet, Mrs Ruheng Zhao, has picked up Yang Zhimou,
film director and adapter to the cinema of Su Tong’s book “Raise the red lantern”, in order to
sinicize the play. But to call Jérôme Kaplan, the Monte Carlo ballet’s costumier, was even less
predictable. “As we were touring China with Monte Carlo’s ballet, Mrs Zhao, when seeing the
costumes of ROMEO & JULIET, guessed on my fascination for the Russian ballets and Asia.
It's true that I really wanted something big and Chinese" says the costumier costume designer,
laughing. "And this production certainly gave me what I was after, both in terms of colour and
baroque ensemble". It will be possible to appreciate the truth of this in Paris, at the Théâtre du
Châtelet, where the ballet is being performed after a tour throughout Europe and France (first
performance May 3, 2001).
In Beijing, Kaplan learns the special Chinese way in dealing with meetings and overtime
discussions, where everything is permitted: “no doubt, I was in China ! But this system is not so
dumb, that forces to listen to the other one. Except for Yimou, a real star followed by a storm of
media, who only did what he wanted. He took this job with utmost seriousness, and said that the
past – described in this book written in the twenties - was a good support to tell the present”.
To tell this story of liberty and persecution, the director gave 2 indications to the costumier : “ I
want a colour for each spouse and very high collars”. Kaplan walks the town looking for
documents with choreographer Wang Xinpeng, working as a guide. The young bride will be in red,
the nuptial colour in China, the jealous spouse in yellow, “the emperor’s colour, for the one
wishing to be master in place of the master”, and the older, more withdrawn one, will wear green.
One month ahead of the première, he is told to imagine costumes as those worn in operas. How is it
possible to be up to ancient perfection? “In these costumes, the refining of the patterns cannot be
seen from far away. I came up with the idea of painting only one pattern and to enlarge it to the
maximum. The magnifying effect worked” : explains Kaplan. He resisted the desire of the Chinese
team to always put more colours and embroideries. And failed to impose the final nudity of the
lovers, beaten to death: “I ended up with white jerkins, it was horrible. Moreover, it gave the ballet
an old fashioned Béjart aspect. We finally made a deal on torn costumes, but torn the Chinese way,
nice and elegant”.
Asian fantasy: The public from Beijing cheers the ballet. 88 different costumes, colours that
attracts retina: the creator has let go his Asian fantasy. “My grandfather came from Odessa, Russia.
As for dance, from my childhood at La Baule, I observed my sister Natacha, who had a real talent
for ballet. She gave it up when her instructor went away to teach with Béjart. I wanted to become
an architect, but secretly, after the Rue Blanche school in Paris, I knew that dance would play a
major role in my life”.
In the exhibition area opened on the first floor of the Galleries Lafayette (this big store sponsored
the Chinese national ballet in Paris), one could see, with a scenery by Cyrill Chantereau, these
costumes telling about power and hatred. “The importance of this ballet is its ability to deal with a
returned liberty of expression. The esthetical questions will come later”: says composer Cheng
Qigang.

